
Conditions of Dive Trip

This policy has to be followed by all Go Dive Brisbane staff and every customer. Without your co-
operation cancelled trips not only leave disappointed divers but also cost “Go Dive” and our boat
operators. This ultimately affects the price of future dive trips. Thank you for understanding.

I _________________________ understand the conditions of this dive trip booking including the
cancellation policy and if any of the conditions apply to me I will abide by the condition that I have just
read and understood.
Signature of Customer: ___________________________ Date: _____________

Signature of Staff: _______________________________ Date: _____________

Trip Payment Required Cancellation Time
Day On Booking 5 days prior or 100% fee

Payment and Cancellation Policy
Please remember Go Dive Brisbane does not want to cancel trips to any location or on any boat
so the following payment and cancellation policies apply

Name on card:___________________________________ Card Type__________

CC#:________/________/________/________ Exp:_____/_____ CVC#:______

Dive trips may need to be postponed due to poor conditions or lack of numbers without warning.
       The destination of trips is subject to weather and dive conditions.
       You are fit to dive and have had no medical conditions that may affect your ability to dive.
       You are not on any prescription medications that may affect my ability to dive.
       You must show proof of dive certification to dive staff on day of dive.
       A safety sausage, dive whistle and dive knife are essential safety equipment and must be carried by all
 certified divers.

Divers are advised to wait a minimum of 18 hours before flying in a pressurised aircraft. Where divers have
performed multiple dives over multiple days, a wait of 24 hours is advised.
A light Snack is provided between dives. If you would like to bring lunch, space is provided on the boat.1

     If hiring dive equipment from “Go Dive”, you will need to clean equipment before returning it. Go Dive will
provide cleaning solution and if not cleaned you will be charged a $20 cleaning fee.

     If hiring scuba equipment from “Go Dive” and equipment is lost or broken, you will be responsible for financial
replacement.
Please call “Go Dive” on 3857 7255 the afternoon prior to departure to ensure that the schedule has not changed.

       You accept these conditions and accept that if you do not follow them you will forfeit the booking fee.

Do not consume alcohol or other substances that may affect your ability to dive within 8 hours before the dive.
     Follow directions of the dive crew and dive briefing.
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